Collaborative, Commemorative
Colourwork with KnITSOnIK
A workshop based on the Let Glasgow Flourish
pattern by Kate Davies of KDD & Co. Used with
kind permission.

Because of the centred double decreases, it can be difficult to
visualise each quarter of your square before planning your
design. This blank chart template presents an approximation
of what one quarter of a Let Glasgow Flourish blanket square
looks like; use this space to develop and swatch one quarter of
your blanket square (in a quarter of the time it would take to
knit a whole square). Once satisfied with your results, carefully
transfer your design into the blank chart template overleaf.
You will then be ready to knit your square!

Your Blanket
Square Template
Use this chart template with your copy of Let Glasgow Flourish by Kate Davies of KDD & Co.
to produce your own unique, commemorative blanket in stranded colourwork.
You can buy the blanket pattern here:
https://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/let-glasgow-flourish-blanket

For forthcoming announcements regarding the blanket Kate Davies & Felicity Ford charted
together in 2019, please follow our respective websites and newsletters:

https://kddandco.com/ http://tiny.cc/eyv0cz
https://knitsonik.com/ http://tiny.cc/t0v0cz

COPYRIGHT NOTICE

Let Glasgow Flourish is ©Kate Davies of KDD & Co. and the blank Square Share chart from it
is used by Felicity (Felix) Ford of KnITSOnIK LTD. with kind permission. All Rights Reserved.
You can knit a blanket or a blanket square for yourself, for charity, or to give as a gift.
Scanning or photocopying this worksheet or posting it online, emailing it to others or making
blankets to sell using these resources are prohibited. Merchants may not copy or print this
worksheet for sale, distribution or class use without written permission. Using the Let Glasgow
Flourish pattern together with this worksheet means you agree with these terms.
Thank You - Kate Davies & Felicity (Felix) Ford		

